Winscribe
for Healthcare
Winscribe’s speech productivity and medical documentation solutions
enable GPs to use their voices to quickly and thoroughly document
patient encounters and other reports at the point of care. Winscribe
offers mobile, web-based and server-based digital dictation, speech
recognition and medical documentation workflow management
solutions that help clinicians produce documentation faster and more
accurately, while protecting the security of sensitive patient information.

Healthcare Solutions
Dictation Management

Speech Recognition

Whether you are documenting work associated
with surgical procedures, routine patient visits or
diagnoses, dictation is the most efficient means
of detailing medical documentation. Winscribe
Dictation allows clinicians and support staff to
dictate and transcribe work anywhere, anytime.

Winscribe Speech Recognition (WSR) assists
clinicians and other healthcare professionals to
deliver information up to 5 times faster and to
spend less time typing. In addition, WSR helps
to reduce administrative costs, and it enables
physicians to spend more time with patients.

Mobile Documentation

Document Management

Winscribe’s mobile speech productivity solutions
allow clinicians to access patient schedules,
review documents and dictate their work on the
move, with all the capabilities of desktop digital
dictation. Winscribe supports BlackBerry, iPhone,
iPad, Windows and Android mobile devices.

Winscribe Text is a medical documentation
management solution that handles all steps in the
documentation process. The integrated system
serves as a central platform for managing speechdriven documentation and reporting – all while
helping organisations manage quality assurance.

“...Winscribe was clearly
the perfect fit for our
requirements and future
plans as a healthcare
provider.”
Nick Jenvey

Dorset HealthCare University
NHS Foundation Trust
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medical document management software to improve
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Winscribe’s digital dictation, speech recognition and
their documentation processes.
Faster and more
efficient creation of
medical documents

Securely dictate, review
and sign medical records
at the point of care

Reduce document
turnaround time and
improve patient care

Real-time monitoring and
reporting for improved
outcomes

Reduce costs and
improve GP and support
staff productivity

Integrate with and
accelerate EHR and HIS
usage and functionality

Flexible Licensing Options
In order to meet the diverse needs of organisations, both
large and small, Winscribe offers its clients flexible options
for software acquisition. For clients who wish to host and
manage the software in their own data center, Winscribe’s
software can be acquired through traditional licensing.
Alternatively, clients can elect to subscribe to Winscribe
Cloud Services, a Software as a Service offering whereby the
software and servers are managed by Winscribe – enabling
your firm to save on IT resources. Lastly, Winscribe offers
usage-based subscription options (onsite or in the cloud).
Organisations that have a spectrum of dictation users, from
heavy to infrequent, may find the usage-based model more
beneficial and effective for reducing shelfware and enabling
faster self-provisioning.

